REPRODUCIBLE
Name:

Sorting Cards
Repeatedly trying
to touch someone
who doesn’t want
to be touched

Repeated
Repeatedly
aggressive gestures
pressuring someone
or looks that make
to do things she
someone afraid he
doesn’t want to do
is going to be hurt

Deliberately
bumping, pulling,
shoving, or tripping
someone again and
again

Repeatedly teasing
someone in a way
that is hurtful and
upsetting

Repeatedly sending
someone offensive
texts

Continually making
someone feel
afraid that she is
going to be hurt

Repeatedly making
things up to get
someone into
trouble

Pinching, biting, or
scratching someone
repeatedly

Repeatedly ignoring
someone or keeping Throwing things at
him out of group
someone to hurt,
conversations
annoy, or upset him
(known as
again and again
exclusion)

Repeatedly taking
someone’s money

Continuing to
force a student
to do hurtful or
embarrassing
things

Repeatedly taking
or hiding someone’s
belongings

Being sarcastic
again and again in
a hurtful way

Repeatedly calling
people names
or offensive
nicknames

Posting insulting
messages about
someone on the
Internet again and
again

Repeatedly trying
to get other
students to dislike
someone

Recording someone
on a mobile phone
and uploading onto
a video hosting site
without permission

Deliberately blocking
someone from
group texts, social
networking groups,
or gaming groups

Repeatedly
damaging
someone’s
belongings

Repeated harassing
or abusive emails
and phone
messages

Hitting, punching,
or slapping
someone again and
again

Repeated rude
comments or jokes
about someone’s
religion

Making racist
comments about
someone and
his family again
and again

Spreading rumors
via email or phone
messages again
and again

Spreading
nasty rumors
about someone
repeatedly

Stalking someone by
Repeated hurtful
continually following
comments about
her or giving
the way someone
unwanted attention,
may look or behave
such as staring
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